
Use this page to draw or write about other 
interesting things you find.  St. Peter’s Church   

AD — 674 

Name: ___________________________ 
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I-spy the little monk.                                  
He will help you to find out more. 

Way   

in. 

Way in 

 

Draw your  

favourite window. 

How many saints are in the         

windows? 

_________________________ 

What are the names of the two  

female saints?                

___________________________ 

How many dragons can you see in 

the windows? 

___________________________ 

Look at the window of St Johannus, 

what is wrong with his feet? 

___________________________ 

Look at the window behind the 

font, who is it dedicated to? 

___________________________ 

The window by the porch is a    

modern window.                                             

How is it different?

_____________________________ 
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Altar. 

This is where the pr___________ stands to lead the 

service and the congregation  receive the  

br_______________ and w__________________. 

A special seat in a 

church is called a  

p______________ 

Pulpit. 

This is where the priest 

gives a special talk to the   

people.  

It is called a 

s________________.                     
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Font. 

This is where Christians 

are             

b_______________. 

Lectern. 

This is where someone 

from the congregation 

reads from the 

B______________. 

 Windows. 

The windows are made 

from beautifully coloured 

glass. We call it                         

st___________ g________ 
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         The font is made from 

____________________________.   

Can you see 2 carvings. Draw 

them in the boxes.                                        

These symbols are special to           

St Peter. Can you find out why?                              

Look carefully, can you find an      

interesting fossil? 
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Codex Amiatinus 

The monks made ____ copies of this special Bible. 
Only the copy that was given to the _______ is left 
and is now in ________. 

Each book weighed about________ kg and had 
________ pages. 

Where can you go to see copies of this special Bible?  
_______________________________________
_______________________________________ 

The Font The Hilton Effigy.                                                                    

This is the tomb of ________________________, 

probably the man who built Hylton Castle. He died 

in______________. Can you draw the tomb?  

Why do you think his legs are missing? 

 

      Find these answers in The Visitors Centre area.        

When was Benedict Biscop born?___________  

What animal is at the top of Dame Dorothy            

Williamson’s Memorial? _____________________     

Find the Herebricht stone. Draw the two different 

letter E ’s.               
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